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an. increasingly. important. economic. and. political.
power. in. Sub-Saharan. Africa .. Although. China. has.
unequivocally. come. in. search. of. natural. resources,.
its.mission.is.undoubtedly.deeper,.broader,.and.more.
considerable,.given.the.establishment.of.institutional.
mechanisms. such. as. the. Forum. on. China. Africa.










Although. the. People’s. Republic. of. China. has. been.investing. in. Sub-Saharan. Africa. (SSA). since. the.1960s,1. the. pace,. shape,. and. scope. of. this. invest-
ment. have. increased. exponentially. since. the. beginning.
of.the.millennium .2.Roads.and.other.types.of.infrastruc-
ture,. including. energy. projects,. are. being. built,. along.
with. schools. and.hospitals,. as.China.expands.both. trade.
and. foreign.direct. investment. (FDI). in.SSA .3.While. this.
development. is. linked. to. China’s. need. for. energy,. min-









ural. resources. to. fuel. its.phenomenal. growth,. and. it.has.
come.to.Africa.for.those.resources ..This.is.a.familiar.role.for.
SSA,.which.has.long.been.a.source.for.natural.resources,5.
as. Europeans. exploited. the. continent. first. as. colonizers.
and. then,.with.other.Western.nations,. as.developers. and.
investors .. Unfortunately,. extractive. industries. are. often.
environmentally. sensitive,. and. Chinese. companies. may.




fossil. fuels. emit. greenhouse. gases. (GHG). that. are. inten-
sifying.climate.change,.and.thus.oil.extraction.and.use.is.
particularly.dubious,.even.if.it.is.highly.probable.African.
1 .. Formal. links. between. China. and. SSA. began. with. the. Bangdung. Con-
ference. in. 1955 ..Until. the.mid-1990s,. however,. aid.was. directed. toward.
liberation.movements.and.further. isolating.Taiwan ..Since.the.mid-1990s,.
aid.has.increasingly.been.focused.on.broader.strategic.objectives,.including.



















Extraction. in.Africa,.Eoearth .org. (Apr .. 12,. 2007),. http://www .eoearth .





upon,. or. simply. lack,. sufficient. regulatory. capabilities. to.
impose. adequate. environmental. laws. and. regulations,.
while. as. a. newly. industrializing. nation,. China.may. not.
bring.the.soundest.environmental.practices.to.its.activities .
Perhaps,. because. it. is. currently. in. the. midst. of. its.
own. industrialization,.China. refuses. to. play. by.Western.
development. rules. or. to.be.bound.by. international. envi-
ronmental.standards ..Instead,.it.is.utilizing.new.develop-



































8 .. Africa.has.been.the.subject.of.quite.positive.commentary.as.of.late ..See,e.g.,.
AfricaRising,AfterDecadesofSlowGrowth,AfricaHasaRealChancetoFol-
lowintheFootstepsofAsia,.Economist,.Dec ..3,.2011,.http://www .econo-
mist .com/node/21541015/. (last. visited.Oct .. 23,. 2012) .. See also. Brauti-
gam,.supra.note.2,.at.2 .
9 .. Chinese.banks.and.companies.are.now.the.largest.financiers.and.construc-
tors. of. global. hydropower. projects,. investing. billions. of. dollars. annually.
on.large.dams.in.developing.countries ..See.Nicole.Brewer,.TheNewGreat
Walls:AGuidetoChina’sOverseasDamIndustry,Int’l.Rivers.(July.2008),.
available at. http://www .internationalrivers .org/files/attached-files/new_
great_walls_report .pdf. (discussing. the. impact.Chinese. investors.have.had.
on.global.infrastructure.development) .
10 .. See.infra.notes.184-91.and.accompanying.text .
11 .. Bjorn.Conrad.et.al .,.Towards.an.Energizing.Partnership?.Exploring.China’s.
Role.as.Catalyst.of.Renewable.Energy.Development.in.Africa,.Global.Pub-











This. Article. will. examine. and. analyze. these. develop-
ments .. Part. I. explores. the. scope. and. nature. of. China’s.
engagement. with. SSA .. Although. oil. and. other. natural.





are. resource-poor .12.China’s. policies. in.Africa. are. closely.
linked. to. its.meteoric. economic. rise,. the. need. for. natu-
ral. resources. to. fuel. this. growth,. and. its. role. as. a. rising.




accept.Western. development. paradigms ..This.makes. the.
China-Africa.relationship.much.less.amenable.to.Western.
pressure. and. interference. and,. given. African. preferences.
for.the.Chinese.model,.may.actually.pressure.international.
financial. institutions. (IFIs). to. change. their.policies,. thus.








and. thus. state.policies.may.be. especially. relevant ..China.
maintains.a.posture.of.non-interference.and.thus.relies.on.
domestic.laws.to.define.environmental.protection.param-
eters,. rather. than. international. standards,.which. it. views.
as.Western. standards .. Still,. it.may.be. that. there. is. some.
convergence,. which.will. also. be. explored .. Part. III. turns.
to.promising.environmental.possibilities.regarding.China’s.
engagement.in.SSA ..As.a.continent.in.need.of.energy.joins.
forces.with. a. nation. determined. to. be. a.world. leader. in.
green. technologies,. the. possibilities. for. greener. develop-







on FOCAC 9-11,. in. 3. Bulletin. of. Fridays. of. the.Commission. (Jan ..




I. The Evolving Relationship Between 
China and the Nations of SSA
China’s.rapid.rise.as.a.global.economic.power.has.been.one.





agrarian. nation. into. an. industrializing. colossus. that. is. a.
leading.global.manufacturing.center.and.one.of.the.world’s.
largest.exporters .15.This.unprecedented.economic.surge.has.






has. been. especially. determined. on. this. front,. actively.






14 .. Brautigam,.supra.note.2,.at.7-8;.F ..Urban.et.al .,.China.and.the.African.Oil.
Sector:.Channels.of.Engagement,.Motives,.Actors,.and.Impacts.(IDS.Work-
ing.Paper,.Vol ..2011,.No ..374.(Sept ..2011),.at.8 .
15 .. See,e.g.,.Stefanie.Beyer,.EnvironmentalLawandPolicyinthePeople’sRepublic
ofChina,.5.Chinese.J ..Int’l.L ..185,.187.(2006) ..“The.planning.that.once.
dominated.Chinese.trade.during.the.1980s.has.given.way.to.a.decentralized,.
market-determined.trading.system .”.Brautigam,.supra.note.2,.at.74 .
16 .. Zafar,. supra.note.13,.at.104 .. In.2010,.China. surpassed. Japan. to.become.
the.world’s.second.largest.economy ..Chester.Dawson.&.Jason.Dean,.Rising
ChinaBestsaShrinkingJapan,Wall.St .. J .,.Feb ..13,.2011,.http://online .
wsj .com/article/SB10001424052748704593604576140912411499184 .
html. (last. visited.Oct ..24,.2012) ..Growing.at. an.average. rate.of.10%,. it.
is.predicted. that.China.will. surpass. the.United.States.as. the.world’s. larg-
est. economy. by. 2016 ..Mark.Weisbrot,.2016:WhenChinaOvertakes the
US,.Guardian.U .K .,.Apr ..27,.2011,.http://www .guardian .co .uk/commen-




commentators,. BRICS, which includes. South. Africa ..They. have. become.
important. participants. in. the. world. economy. and,. given. the. economic.





18 .. The.phrases.Global.South.or.Southern.Tier. refer. to.non-Western.nations.




Western,. and. usually. white,. developed,. or.Northern.Tier. nations. of. the.
Global. North .. I. have. written. extensively. about. development. and. prefer.
not. to. use. the. term. “developing,”. although. sometimes. it. is. unavoidable ..
See.Ruth.Gordon.&.Jon.H ..Sylvester,DeconstructingDevelopment,.22.Wis ..

















mechanism. undergirding. the. multidimensional. rela-
tionship. between.China. and. approximately. 45. African.
nations .19.At.the.FOCAC’s.triennial.meetings,.China.has.
set. forth. three-year.plans20. that. frame. a. comprehensive.
set. of. economic. cooperation.polices. and. enable. regular.




19 .. Davies,.supra.note.1,.at.6 ..There.have.been.five.summits,.the.first.four.held.




forums,. such. as. the.China-Caribbean. Economic. and.Trade.Cooperation.
Forum.(2003),.the.Forum.on.Cooperation.Between.China.and.Arab.States.
(2004),. and. the. China-Pacific. Islands. Economic. Development. Forum.
(2006) ..Id ..at.87 ..FOCAC.IV.was.held.in.Beijing.in.July.2012 .
20 .. Id ..at.6 ..Martyn.Davies.maintains.that.it.is.only.because.China.is.engaged.
in.state-led.capitalism.that.it.can.make.broad.pronouncements,.because.it.
can.exert.control.over.state.enterprises ..Others.have.taken.a.more.nuanced.





SaharanAfrica:EngagingWithLargeDragons,.21.Eur ..J ..Dev ..Res ..551,.555.
(2009) .



















22 .. Political. cooperation. includes. high-level.meetings,. political. dialogue. and.
FOCAC.meetings.between. foreign.ministers. in.conjunction.with. the. fall.
U .N ..General.Assembly.General.Debate,.and.other.measures. to.promote.
contacts.between.legislatures.and.local.governments ..These.meetings.have.





















tus.as.a. source.of.natural. resources. to. fuel.global.manu-
facturing .28.In.this.respect,.China’s.FDI.in.SSA.is.similar.
to.the.involvement.of.Western.governments.and.corpora-











tion.in.news.and.media ..Id ..at.10 .












www .ccs .org .za/wp-content/uploads/2012/09/China_Monitor_FOCAC_
Special_Edition_JULY_2012_FINAL .pdf .








Commission,. Jan .. 2010). (noting. that. Africa. needs. a. strategy,. lest. Africa.
become. a. Sino-European.battleground. for. raw.materials. to. fuel. industry.
and.markets.for.their.manufactured.goods) .
29 .. Bosshard,. supra.note.25,.at.4 ..Seealso.Ruth.Gordon.&.Jon.H ..Sylvester,












almost. 50. African. countries .31.The. pace. has. been. quite.
remarkable,.with.trade.growing.at.a.rate.of.33%.per.year.
between. 2000. and. 2008,32.making.China. Africa’s. third.




can. exports. coming. from. the. oil-producing. countries. of.
Angola,.Equatorial.Guinea,.Gabon,.Nigeria,.and.Sudan .34.
China. also. imports. other. natural. resources,. however,.
including. minerals,. metals,. and. agro-forestry. products,.
and.has.trade.relations.with.35 countries,.many.of.which.
are.not.oil-rich .35
As. trade. has. surged,. so. has. Chinese. FDI,. which. is.
expanding.at.a.rate.that.exceeds.its.investment.in.any.other.
part. of. the.world .36. FDI. has. advanced. along. four. broad.
channels:. energy. and. mineral. resources;. infrastructure;.
global.production.networks;.and.small-scale.entrepreneur-
ial. ventures .37. Private. firms.have. concentrated. on.manu-




Manufacturing. and. resource-based. investments. have.
been.in.place.since.the.1980s,.but.2000.marked.a.substan-
31 .. Zafar,.supra.note.13,.at.110-14 .
32 .. China-Africa.trade.increased.from.$10 .6.billion.in.2000.to.$106 .8.billion.
in. 2008 ..Chinese. exports. reached. $5 .8. billion,. and. imports. from.Africa.
were.$56.billion ..Conrad.et.al .,.supra.note.11,.at.23 .













that. low-income. countries’. primary. exports. to. BRICs. are. resource-based.
commodities) .
36 .. Rising.from.$20.million.per.year.in.the.early.1990s,.Chinese.FDI.in.Africa.




38 .. Moghadam,.supra.note.17,.at.18 ..It.has.been.estimated.that.there.are.more.
than.700 Chinese.enterprises.in.more.than.50.countries,.employing.close.
to. 80,000.Chinese.workers. in. a. broad. variety. of. sectors,. including. light.
manufacturing,.services,.agroprocessing,.apparel,.and.telecommunications ..
Africa.has. also.been.on. the. receiving.end.of,. inter. alia,. low-cost.Chinese.
motorcycles,.electronic.goods,.and.tee.shirts ..Zafar,.supra.note.13 .












extraction. projects. are. structured. quite. differently. from.








need. for. resources. with. Africa’s. need. for. infrastructure.
to. fashion. a.mutually. beneficial. strategy .. Known. as. the.
Angola.model,.infrastructure.is.acquired.by.African.nations.
through. resource-based. loan. agreements. that. secure. the.
flow. of. natural. resources. to. China. in. return. for. China.
financing.and.constructing.infrastructure.projects .43.Chi-
nese. contractors. are.building. roads,. railroads,.fiber.optic.








while.Chinese. companies. definitely. profit,. China. has. been.more. willing.
to.focus.on.projects.African.countries.desire . Brautigam,.supra.note.2,.at.
277-81 .
41 .. Kaplinsky.&.Morris,.supra.note.20 .
42 .. Beginning. in. the. 1980s,. the.Washington. Consensus. began. to. dominate.
development. policy .. It. proposed. 10. policy. prescriptions. including,. inter.
alia,. fiscal. discipline,. tax. reform,. reordering. public. expenditure. priorities.
away.from.subsidies,.privatization.and.market.deregulation,.trade.liberaliza-
tion,.and.easing.barriers.to.FDI ..Stefan.Halper,.The.Beijing.Consensus:.








43 .. Helmut.Asche. &.Margot. Schuller,.Chinese. Engagement. in. Afri-
ca—Opportunities.and.Risks. for.Development.36-37. (GTZ.2008);.
Chris.Alden.&.Ana.Cristina.Alves,.China.and.Africa’s.Natural.Re-
sources:. The. Challenges. and. Implications. for. Development. and.
Governance.9-10.(South.African.Inst ..of.International.Affairs.Occasional.









companies. are. constructing.much-needed. infrastructure,. including.dams,.
ports,. and. roads,. and. are. helping. to. renovate. government. offices .. Zafar,.
supra.note.13,.at.105 .
45 .. Cooke,.supra.note.2.at,.39-41 ..“By.the.end.of.2009.China.finished.more.
than. 500. infrastructure. projects,. including. the. completion. of. over. 2000.
km.of.railroads,.more.than.3000.kilometers.of.roads,.11.bridges,.dozens.of.
hydropower.stations.and.ports .”.Huang.Meibo.&.Ql.Xie,.Forum.on.China-
Over. time,. a. mind-numbing. aggregate. of. conditions.
were. imposed. to. obtain. International. Monetary. Fund.
(IMF).and.World.Bank.financing.  .46.By.contrast,.China.
follows.a.policy.of.non-interference.in.the.domestic.affairs.
of. other. states. and. does. not. encumber. its. investments.
with. conditions. and. requirements .47. Thus,. while. China.
is. not. funding. and.propping.up. corrupt. governments,. it.
also.does.not.require.good.governance.or.the.many.other.
conditions. imposed. by.Western. donors ..China. contends.
that. strong. and. sustainable. economic. growth. and. social.
stability.will.eventually.result.in.good.governance,.the.rule.
of. law,. environmental. protection,. and. the. observance. of.
human.rights;.Western.developers.believe.the.reverse.and.











role. in.Africa,. including. its. negative. influence. on. gover-
nance,.human.rights,.local.employment,.labor.conditions,.
product. quality,. and. the. sustainability. of. the. continent’s.
debt.burden .51.China. is.also.charged.with.environmental.
degradation.and.the.depletion.of.finite.natural.resources .52
There. is. undoubtedly. some. merit. to. these. claims .53.
China’s. need. for. natural. resources. has. reinforced. SSA’s.
position. as. a. supplier. of. natural. resources. for. global.
manufacturing,. and. in. this. respect,. its. FDI. is. no. differ-
ent. than. that. of.Western. governments. and. corporations.








L ..&.Aff ..65,.74-75.(2007) .









local.African.workers,. and. the. few. jobs. that. are. sometimes.generated.are.
low-skilled,. low.wage,.and.may. involve.unsafe.working.conditions ..Boss-
hard,.supra.note.25,.at.5 .
52 .. Urban,.supra.note.14,.at.12 .
53 .. For.example,. assistance. is. tied.and.Chinese.corporations. rely.on.Chinese.
workers,. even. if. those.workers. live. a.much.more. Spartan. existence. than.
Western.aid.workers,.who.are.paid.huge.salaries ..Brautigam,.supra.note.2,.
at.157 .






several. implicit. assumptions. at. work. in. these. assertions ..
First,.Western.critiques.assume.that.Western.interests.are.
more.progressive.and.therefore.better.for.Africans.and.poor.
people. in. general ..Unfortunately,. while. post-Cold.War55.
Western. governments.may. attempt. to. encourage.policies.
that.endeavor.to.take.the.environment,.human.rights,.and.
other. such. concerns. into. account,.Western-based.multi-






particularly.African.nations. in. the.global.hierarchy;. they.
are.deemed.in.need.of.our.counsel.and.protection ..Yet,.it.
is.not.apparent.that.China.or.African.nations.remain.quite.
as.willing. to. accept.Western.prerogatives. or. guidance. in.
an.era.where.funding.is.coming.from.non-Western.sources.
and.the.policies.being.pursued.appear.to.be.more.effective.














and. implementing. environmental. laws. and. regulations,.
the. road. has. been. difficult. and. success. sometimes. tenu-
ous ..China’s.policies.are.not.the.most.promising,.which.is.
55 .. During.the.Cold.War,.such.concerns.were.often.secondary;.they.have.now.
been. replaced. by. seeing. the.world. through. a. national. security. post-9/11.
lens,.Halper,.supra.note.42,.at.76-77 .
56 .. See,e.g.,.James.Vicini,.U.S.CourttoHearShellNigeriaHumanRightsCase,.








58 .. The. environment.was.not. an. issue. in.most. domestic. systems. or. interna-
tionally.until.after.the.Second.World.War,.despite.the.environmental.havoc.
sometimes. wrought. by. the. industrial. revolution. since. the. 18th. century . 
While. international. environmental. management. can. be. traced. to. early.
19th.century.conservation.treaties,.the.modern.international.environmental.
movement.is.widely.viewed.as.commencing.in.1972.with.the.U .N ..Confer-
ence.on.the.Human.Environment.held.in.Stockholm . See Declaration.of.the.
United.Nations.Conference.on.the.Human.Environment,.U .N ..Environ-





very.much,. nor. have. they. vigorously. pressed. for. greater.
environmental.protection ..While. these.nations.may.have.
domestic.environmental.protection.policies,. the. laws.and.
their. enforcement.may.be.weak. and. environmental. con-
cerns.may.be.near. the.bottom.of.a. long. list.of.priorities ..










Beijing. has.made. economic. development. and. growth. its.











59 .. China.has. a.policy.of.noninterference. and.purports.not. to.prescribe. any.
particular.development.model. for.other.nations ..Cooke,. supra. note.2,. at.
32-33 . On.the.other.hand,.such.export.is.inevitable ..Bosshard,.supra.note.
25,.at.14 .
60 .. Roda.Mushkat,.ComplianceWithInternationalEnvironmentalRegimes:Chi-


















dustrial.waste. and.pesticide. runoff. from.agricultural. activities.have.wors-
ened.water.pollution ..Cost.of.Pollution,.supra.note.61,.at.xi-xvii .
63 .. Mushkat,.supra.note.60,.at.496-97 ..Pollution.levels.in.major.Chinese.cities.
are.among.the.highest.on.earth ..Beyer,.supra.note.15,.at.187 ..Srini.Sitara-
man,.Regulating theBelchingDragon:RuleofLaw,PoliticsofEnforcement,
andPollutioninPost-MaoIndustrialChina,.18.Colo ..J ..Int’l.Envtl ..L ..&.
Pol’y.267,.276. (2007) .. Inadequately. regulated. industries. and.household.









As. it. has. become. increasingly. apparent. that. growth. at.
any.price. has. immense. costs. for. public. health,. the. envi-
ronment,. and.ultimately. the. economy,.Beijing.has. taken.
steps.to.impose.environmental.regulations .67.Since.the.late.
1970s,.and.particularly.since.2004, wide-ranging.domes-
tic. environmental. regulations. and. policies. addressing. a.
multitude.of.environmental.issues.have.been.enacted .68.A.
provisional.Environmental.Protection.Law.(EPL).was.pro-
mulgated. in.1979,. and.updated. in.1989,69. and. the. State.









endangers. forests,.crop.growth,.and.aquatic. life ..Recent.estimates. suggest.
that.direct.economic.losses.resulting.from.acid.rain.pollution.are.about.US.
$13 .3.billion ..Id.
64 .. China. is.both. the. largest.producer.and.consumer.of.coal,. accounting. for.
more.than.one-quarter.of.the.total.global.coal.consumption .Coal’s.share.of.





Change.(2008),.availableat.http://www .ccchina .gov .cn/WebSite/CCChi-
na/UpFile/File419 .pdf.[hereinafter.Policies.and.Actions] ..But.of.course,.
in. that. same.25. years,. production.has. grown. and. thus. emissions. remain.
extraordinarily.high ..Moreover,.China.has.114.billion.tons.of.proven.coal.
reserves .




67 .. Bosshard,.supra.note.25,.at.14 ..The.World.Bank.has.documented.the.alarm-
ing.price.China.pays.for.its.air.and.water.pollution ..Id..Seegenerally.Cost.
of.Pollution,.supra.note.61 .
68 .. Sitaraman,.supra.note.63,.at.295 ..Between.1979.and.2004,.Beijing.passed.
59.major.environmental.laws,.focusing.on.such.issues.as.wildlife.preserva-
tion,.conserving.endangered.species,.addressing.air.and.water.quality,.and.
preventing. soil. erosion,.desertification,. and. atmospheric. and.marine.pol-




69 .. The. 1979. Environmental. Protection. Law. was. significantly. revised. and.
amended.by. 1989 ..Xin.Qiu.&.Honglin.Li,.China’s Environmental Super
Ministry Reform: Background, Challenges, and the Future. 39. ELR. 10152,.
10153. (Feb .. 2009) ..The. statute. encompasses. a. broad. variety. of. environ-
mental.issues.and.furnishes.basic.principles.for.preventive.and.rehabilitative.
measures .. It. also. includes. regulatory.measures. addressing.water,. air,. solid.
waste,.and.noise.pollution,.and.a.system.for.environmental.management,.
monitoring,.liability,.and.enforcement,.and.is.considered.a.watershed.in.the.
evolution.of. the. statutory. response. to. the. ecological. challenge ..Mushkat,.
supra.note.60,.at.521 .
70 .. Qiu.&.Li,.supra.note.69,.at.10153 ..In.March.2008,.the.Chinese.National.
People’s.Congress.elevated.the.former.State.Environmental.Protection.Ad-
environmental. commitments. covering. energy. intensity,.
pollution,.water,.forests,71.and.more.general.policies,.such.




Still,. China’s. environmental. regime. has. faced. imple-
mentation. difficulties,. due. to. deficiencies. in. the. laws.
themselves,77. staffing. and. technical. shortcomings,78. and.
the. urgency. still. accorded. to. economic. development .79.
Moreover,. national. laws. are. made. by. SEPA,. but. often.
enforced. by. Environmental. Protection. Bureaus. (EPBs).
whose.allegiance. is. to. local.governments.with.few.incen-
tives. to. impose. environmental. laws. they. often. view. as.
inimical.to.their.economic.interests .80.Local.governments.
ministration.to.the.Ministry.of.Environmental.Protection ..Id.
















ning,Energy,andEnvironmentalPolicy,.5.Wash ..U ..Global.Stud ..L ..Rev ..
295.(2006) .
75 .. The.Green.Credit.policy.obliges.Chinese.banks.and.financial. institutions.
“to.provide.low-interest.loan.rates.to.businesses.that.develop.pollution.con-
trol.facilities,.engage.in.ecological.protection.through.the.development.of.
energy. conservation. mechanisms,. green. manufacturing,. eco-agriculture,.
and.similar.initiatives ..Credit.may.be.denied.to.companies.with.poor.en-

















procedures.and.specific.goals.may.be. lacking ..Mushkat,. supra.note.60,.at.
524 .





















ronmentally. sensitive,. so. foreign. investment. has. often.
come.at. a.high.environmental. cost ..A. significant.part.of.
Chinese.FDI.entails.oil. and.mineral. resource. extraction,.
which.are.environmentally.problematic.sectors .83.Thus,.to.
the.extent.that.China.is.investing.in.extractive.industries,.
it. is. replicating. previous.Western. FDI. in. environmental.
terms ..Moreover,.China.often.goes.where.westerners.have.
not. bothered. to. tarry,. which. may. raise. additional. envi-
ronmental.concerns .84.There.are.also.fears.that.as.environ-




Pressure. from.African. governments. for. stronger. envi-
ronmental.regulation.has.perhaps.not.been.strong.enough ..
To. the. extent. that. there. are.misgivings. about. aspects. of.
local.institutions ..EPBs.are.responsible.for.environmental.protection.within.
their. jurisdiction. and. have. wide. discretion. in. addressing. environmental.
concerns ..But.they.are.funded,.controlled,.and.under.the.direction.of.local.
entities.that.themselves.have.considerable.power,.discretion,.and.autonomy ..
Beyer,. supra. note. 15,. at. 188-90 .. EPBs. answer. to. local. governments. and.
SEPA,.yet.SEPA.supervision.is.nominal,.while.EPBs.are.part.of.local.govern-
ments ..Their.budgets.are.funded.by.local.governments.that.themselves.may.




which. has. generated. considerable. pressure. to. attract. and. promote. com-
merce. and. to. build. local. economies ..They. often. sponsor. or. own. indus-
tries.and.consider.environmental.regulations.incompatible.with.economic.
growth ..Beyer,. supra.note.15,.at.189 ..EPBs.frequently.evade.and.circum-
vent.national. policies. and. environmental. laws.because.of. local. economic.
considerations.and,.at.times,.corruption ..EPBs.must.enforce.SEPA.policies.
without.disrupting. industrial. output,. employment. creation,. or. economic.
growth ..Sitaraman,.supra.note.63,.at.311 .
82 .. National. policies. may. beget. local. countermeasures. to. evade. and. exploit.
loopholes.in.national.laws ..Local.governments.and.EPBs.have.colluded.to.
help.polluters.evade.or.circumvent.environmental.regulations;.waived.pol-
lution.discharge.fines;. and. suppressed. reports. documenting. the.poor. en-
vironmental.performance.of. local. industries ..Sitaraman,. supra.note.63,.at.
309,.311 .
83 .. Astrid.B ..Akoyoko,.Africa,China,andthe“Green”Factor,.Consultancy.Af-


















stronger. environmental. due. diligence .87. For. its. part,. the.
African.Union.has.called.for.adherence.to.environmental.
regulations.in.Chinese.projects .88.But.the.general.tendency.
has.been. to.welcome.China’s.growing.presence,. the. eco-
nomic.boost.it.is.generating,.and.its.pragmatic.and.rapid.
method.of.establishing.aid.projects. irrespective.of.condi-







“Since. the. 1980s,. multilateral. development. banks. have.
adopted.policies. that.address. the.social.and.environmen-
tal. effects. of. their. projects .”91. In. December. 2001,. the.
export. credit. agencies.of. the.Organization. for.Economic.
Cooperation. and. Development. (OECD). adopted. Com-
mon. Approaches. to. the. Environment, establishing. joint.
environmental. guidelines,. whereby. “export. credit. agen-
cies.have.committed.to.evaluating.projects.against.country.
standards,.one.or.more.relevant.environmental. standards.
and. guidelines. published. by. the. World. Bank. or. other.






environmental. risks,. and. there. is. at. least. anecdotal. evi-
dence.that.borrowing.governments.are.using.the.availabil-













90 .. Akoyoko,.supra.note.83,.at.2 .
91 .. Bosshard,.supra.note.25,.at.9 .
92 .. Id.





The.Chinese. snatched.projects. from.under. the.Bank’s.nose. in.Africa.and.
Asia,.after.offering.to.undercut.EIB.conditions.on.labor.standards.and.the.




The. Chinese. government. has. rejected. criticism. of. its.
environmental. record. in. Africa .. In. response. to. World.
Bank.accusations.that.it.was.undermining.environmental.
standards,.Chinese. officials. insisted. that. its. foreign. rela-
tions.entail.non-interference.in.the.internal.affairs.of.other.
nations,.and.just.as.China.does.not.accept.other.countries.
imposing. their. values,. social. systems,. or. ideologies. upon.
China,.it.will.not.impose.its.system.upon.others .95.Indeed,.
China. regards. international. standards. as. Western. stan-
dards,.which.they.do.not.consider.binding .96.Nonetheless,.






human. rights,. displacing. populations,. and. causing. envi-






and. other. agencies. suggest. increasing. sensitivity. to. the.
environmental. footprint. of. Chinese. companies. abroad .99.




95 .. Bosshard,.supra.note.25 .
96 .. I.think.this.is.basically.accurate ..Western.interests.have.systematically.domi-
nated.the.international.institutions.they.created.and.have.consistently.and.
steadfastly.ignored.the.views.of.Southern.states,.especially.the.poorest.na-





78.Colo ..L ..Rev ..1559,.1600-09.(2007) .







development.. It. recommended. improved.government.oversight.and.envi-
ronmental.performance.in.the.overseas.operations.of.Chinese.corporations .













The.bank. is.more. than. the. administrative. arm.of.China’s. export.promo-
A.series.of.project.guidelines.cover.such.themes.as.work-
ers’.rights,.product.safety,.community.relations,.and.envi-




important. indicator. of. broader. government. policies,. and.
the.bank.has.adopted.requirements.that.incorporate.Chi-
nese. norms,. but. first. and. foremost. hinge. on. host. coun-
try.standards .101.Moreover,.while.China.Exim.Bank.does.
not.recognize.a. legal.or.political.obligation.to.support.or.
accede. to. standards. drafted. by. international. bodies,102. it.
has. signed. two. memoranda. of. understanding. with. the.







in. these.projects ..That. said,. there. are. also. strong. indica-


















China.Exim.Bank. in.monitoring. environmental. impacts. throughout. the.
project.cycle.and.reserves.the.right.to.cancel.a.loan.if.environmental.effects.
are.not. adequately. addressed ..According. to. the.OECD,.Chinese. officials.
will.discuss.changes.in.project-related.governance.to.ensure.loan.repayment,.
















www .hks .harvard .edu/m-rcbg/CSRI/publications/workingpaper_54_zade-
ketal .pdf .
105 ..Kaplinsky.&.Morris,.supra.note.20,.at.554-55 ..The.Chinese.Development.
Bank. (CDB),. one. of.China’s. policy. banks,. is. also. becoming. increasingly.
involved. in.financing.overseas. energy.projects,. including. in.SSA ..Kristen.
McDonald.et.al .,.ExportingDams:China’sHydropowerIndustryGoesGlobal,.
90.J ..Envtl ..Mgmt ..S294,.S297.(2009) .
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porate. environmentally. friendly. mechanisms. into. their.











of. environmental. standards .. Therefore,. it. seems. highly.
unlikely. that. governments. would. resist. additional. envi-
ronmental.protection,.especially.if.it.is.built.into.projects.
and. is. an. integral. part. of. corporate. policy .. Like. human.
beings.everywhere,.African.peoples.and.their.governments.
would. prefer. cleaner. water. and. air,. the. preservation. of.
natural. resources,. and. the.other.benefits.of. a. sustainable.
environment ..It.is.one.thing.not.to.insist.on.environmental.
safeguards.if.to.do.so.might.put.nations.at.a.competitive.
disadvantage. for. FDI. and. funding .. It.would. seem. to. be.
a.win-win.situation,.however,.when.the. investor. is. ready,.
willing,.and.able.to.invest.in.a.more.environmentally.favor-
able.manner.and.there.is. little.or.no.risk.of.losing.out.to.
nations. that. do. not. insist. on. high. environmental. stan-
dards ..Poor.countries.are.highly.unlikely.to.resist,.and.at.
least.central.SOEs.can.afford.to.take.this.important.step .
III. Potential Constructive Consequences: 
Linking China’s Green Leap Forward to 
Africa’s Need for Energy
As.China.begins.implementing.environmental.policies.to.





emissions. domestically. and. internationally,. even. if. thus.
far. it.has.been.a. laggard. in.global. efforts. to. address. this.










107 ..Charles.R ..McElwee,.Featured.Guest,.Economist.Debates.(Nov ..25,.2009),.
http://www .economist .com/debate/days/view/421. (last. visited. Oct .. 24,.








that. encompasses. “green. growth. that.will. hopefully. cre-
ate.greener.economies .”108.This.“green.leap.forward”.could.









While. China. is. the. largest. emitter. of. GHGs,. Africa’s.





bility. is.47.gigawatts. (GW).of. electricity,113.which. is. less.
108 ..The.OECD.has.defined.green.growth.as.“promoting.economic.growth.while.
reducing.pollution.and.GHG.emissions,.minimizing.waste.and.inefficient.
use.of.natural.resources,.and.maintaining.biodiversity .”.The.U .N ..Economic.
Commission.for.Africa.defines.a.“green.economy”.as.“enabling.economic.














110 ..Conrad.et.al .,. supra.note.11,.at.24-25 ..Net.emissions.from.deforestation,.
however,.are.a.problem.that.renewable.energy.solutions.could.help.mitigate ..











SSA.will. be.without. energy. services. in.2030. than. today,. given.projected.
rates.of.population.growth ..Chen,.supra.note.109,.at.2 .
112 ..Roula.Yazigi,.Africa’s.Development. in. a.Changing.Climate,.The. Interna-
tional. Bank. for. Reconstruction. and. Development/The. World. Bank. 10.
(2009),. available at. http://siteresources .worldbank .org/INTWDR2010/
Resources/5287678-1252586925350/Africa-WDR-2010-booklet .pdf .
113 ..Electricity. is.measured. in.watts ..Watts. are. very. small. units,. so. the. terms.































fuel-based. lighting .. Energy. Sector.Management.Assistant.Program,.
Meeting.Africa’s.Energy.Needs.and.Widening.Access.to.Sustainable.
Energy. in. Sub-Sahara.Africa. 5. (May. 2012),. available at. http://www .











. Meeting. Africa’s. Energy. Needs:. Costs. and. Benefits. of.
Hydropower,.World.Wildlife.Fund.8. (2010),.availableat.
http://tinyurl .com/WWFhydropower06 .
116 ..Christian. K .M .. Kingombe,. Mapping. the. New. Infrastructure. Financing.
Landscape,. Overseas. Development. Institute. 5 (Apr .. 2011),. available at.
http://www .odi .org .uk/resources/docs/6311 .pdf .. Its. infrastructure. needs.
are. in.the.range.of.$250.billion.over.the.next.10.years ..Id..at.2 ..To.meet.
demand.and.keep.pace.with.projected.growth,.the.energy.sector.in.Africa.
has. to. install. approximately.7,000.MW.of.new.generation. capacity. each.






















have. devised. regional. or. national. bio-energy. programs ..
There.is.also.largely.untapped.commercial.energy—includ-
ing. hydropower,. oil,. and. gas,. which. are. significant,. but.
unevenly.distributed .121
With. the. exception. of. large. hydropower,. renewable.
energy. sources. remain. underutilized. due. to. a. lack. of.
financing. and. expertise .122. Yet,. SSA. possesses. immense.
potential.for.solar,.wind,.and.in.some.regions,.geothermal.
energy .123.For.example,.solar.thermal.appliances.have.a.dis-
































that.Africa. could.produce.42,000. terawatt/hours. (TWh). (i .e .,.42. trillion.
KWh). annually. from. renewable. energy. sources. by.2050 ..World.Wildlife.
Fund,.supra.note.111,.at.15 .
124 ..Conrad.et.al .,.supra.note.11 .




Friday,. June. 6,. 2008,. http://www .sciencefriday .com/blogs/06/06/2008/




worldwide. electricity.demand ..The. total.power.output.of. the.world’s.PV.
capacity.is.equal.to.80.billion.kWh.of.electricity.over.one.calendar.year .
128 ..Wind.energy.development.has.been.rather.limited.in.SSA,.with.only.a.few.
nations,.mostly. in. coastal. areas,.making. extensive.use.of. this. technology ..
Africa’sRenewableEnergyFuture,.supra.note120 .
129 ..Geothermal.energy.uses.heat.from.the.earth.as.an.energy.source ..It.can.be.
used. in. a. variety. of.ways,. from.powering. large. power. stations. to. fueling.








able. energy. a. priority .131. For. example,. although. Egypt,.
Morocco,. and.Tunisia. in.North.Africa. are. currently. the.





lesser. role,133. large.hydropower. is.currently. the.dominant.
component.of.SSA’s.energy.mix,134.and.there.is.still.abun-




rent. capacities. in. a. number. of. countries ..This. is. also. an.
arena.where.China.has.focused.both.at.home.and.abroad .137
Hydroelectric. power. has.many. positives. that. are. only.
mounting. in. the. age. of. climate. change .. Rather. than.








131 ..Africa’sRenewableEnergyFuture,. supra.note.120 ..At. the.September.2011.
African.Energy.Ministers’.meeting,.increasing.Africa’s.renewable.energy.ca-

























will. increase. SSA’s. total. hydropower. generation. capacity. by.30% ..Alden,.
supra.note.43,.at.17 .
138 ..See.Karlie.Shea.Clemons,.HydroelectricDams:TransboundaryEnvironmental









elevations,. allowing. it. to. reach. a. velocity. that. turns. tur-
bine.blades.to.produce.electricity .139.As.would.be.expected,.
larger.dams.generate.more.electricity.at.a.lower.cost.than.
smaller. dams .140.Moreover,.while. the. initial. cost. of. con-
structing.dams.is.rather.high,.the.actual.cost.of.generating.
electricity.is. inexpensive,.and.energy.produced.by.hydro-





alized.world.and.have.been.financed.by. IFIs. such.as. the.




and. sometimes. tourism,. and. increase. irrigation. for. agri-
culture .146.But.dams.can.also.have.negative.environmental.
and. societal.drawbacks ..Dams.can.negatively. affect. river.
ecosystems. and. cause. flooding. that. destroys. agricultural.
acreage .147.They.can.disrupt. river.habitats,.displace.natu-
rally.flowing.sediment,.and.create.stagnant.reservoirs.that.
facilitate. the. growth. and. spread. of. water-borne. diseases.
like.malaria .148.Just.as.disquieting,.hydroelectric.dams.can.
significantly.and.adversely.affect.populations.living.within.





142 ..For. example,. for. a. short.history.of. the.use.of.hydroelectric.power. in. the.



















liminary.Review.of. Impacts. (June.13,.2012),.http://Inweb90 .worldbank .






















at. home. and. abroad,. including. in. SSA .152. Indeed,.many.





construction.capabilities. for.more. than.70.projects. in.29.
African. countries .154. Yet,. China’s. domestic. environmen-
tal.record.in.this.arena.has.been.problematic,.if.judged.by.
contemporary. international. standards,. and. some.of. their.
African. dam. projects. have. also. presented. environmental.





















Financier for Africa. (World. Bank,. July. 2008),. available at. http://sitere-
sources .worldbank .org/INTAFRICA/Resources/Building_Bridges_Mas-
ter_Version_wo-Embg_with_cover .pdf. (discussing. and. detailing. Chinese.

















156 ..“The. database.maintained. by. International. Rivers. reports.more. than. 70.
hydropower. projects. with. Chinese. involvement. in. Africa ..These. include.
Still,. there. are. also. indications. that. large. hydropower.
projects.are.being.supplemented.by.other.forms.of.renew-
able.energy.as.water.resources.become.more.unstable.(due.
in. part. to. climate. change) .. For. example,. the. Ethiopian.
Genale. Dawa. and. Chemoga. Yeda. hydropower. projects.
also. included. an. agreement. with. China.HydroPower. to.







China. is.expanding. its.wind.and.solar.PV.industries. in.
international. markets,. with. lenders. providing. financial.
support.for.ventures.that.include.Chinese.wind.and.solar.






markets .159. Africa. has. long. been. both. a. laboratory. and.
catalyst. for.Chinese. companies. initiating.global. expan-
sion.strategies,.and.thus.entering.the.African.renewable.
energy.sector.is.a.particularly.logical.move ..In.addition,.
China. views. its. deployment. of. clean. energy. in. SSA. as.




lize.renewable.energy .. Indeed,. this. is.already.beginning.
to.take.place .161
Chinese.companies.are.expanding.wind,.the.solar.PV.















tive. to. diversifying.power. generation ..These.wind. farms.will. be.financed.
through.China.Exim.Bank .
158 ..World.Wildlife.Fund,.supra.note.111,.at.12 .
159 ..Conrad.et.al .,.supra.note.11,.at.31 .
160 ..Luke.Patey.&.Lars.Engberg.Pedersen,.ExploringChina-DenmarkDevelop-





161 ..Conrad.et.al .,.supra.note.11,.at.7-8 .
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Chinese. lenders,162. whose. most. significant. condition. is.
that. ventures. include. Chinese. wind. and. solar. energy.
manufacturers .163. The. business. motive. is. comprised. of.
three. elements:. exporting. renewable. energy. equipment;.











PV. project. with. South. African. developer. Yingli. Green.








communities. that. are. not. connected. to. national. power.
grids .”167.While.China’s. initial. attempt.at. a. joint.venture.
to.build.Kenya’s.first.PV.manufacturing.plant.failed,.Chi-
nese.efforts.to.establish.PV.production.capacities.in.Africa.




162 ..World.Wildlife. Fund,. supra. note. 111,. at. 13 ..China. Exim.Bank. now.
makes.loans.for.African.clean.energy.projects,.and.is.willing.to.offer.cred-
it. for. wind. power. ventures. that. employ.Chinese. wind. power. generators.
and.equipment .China’sWindPowerEquipmentMakersEyeOverseasMar-
ket,. People’s. Daily. Online,. Oct .. 22,. 2009,. http://english .people .com .
cn/90001/90778/90860/6791271 .html.(last.visited.Oct ..24,.2012) .
163 ..World.Wildlife.Fund,.supra.note.111,.at.18 ..For.example,.the.Chinese.
wind.power.company,.Ming.Yang,.secured.a.$5.billion.loan.from.the.China.




164 ..Conrad.et.al .,.supra.note.11,.at.7 ..Of.course,.not.everyone.agrees.with.this.
assessment ..For. example,. some.maintain. that.by. investing. in. green.proj-
ects. in. Africa,. China. is. more. interested. in. business. opportunities. than.







165 ..Conrad.et.al .,.supra.note.11,.at.15,.31 ..There.have.been.increased.exports.by.
China’s.rapidly.growing.solar.water.heater.manufacturing.sector,.and.there.
has.been.some.interest.in.off-grid.renewable.energy.uses.in.rural.areas .
166 ..Conrad.et.al .,.supra.note.11,.at.15 .
167 ..Id..at.31 ..Patey.&.Pedersen,.supra.note.160 .
168 ..Conrad.et.al .,.supra.note.11,.at.32-33 .






With. a. saturated. domestic. market. and. facing. fierce.
competition. in. Europe. and.America,.Chinese.wind. tur-
bine. manufacturers. have. turned. to. African. markets .170.
Goldwind,.one.of.the.world’s.largest.wind.turbine.produc-
ers,.has.secured.a.turbine.deal.in.Ethiopia.and.opened.an.
office. in. South.Africa .171. In. conjunction.with.Tanzania’s.
National.Development.Corporation,. the.Dalian. Interna-





and. China. has. recently. begun. showing. interest. in. the.
renewable. energy. market. in. South. Africa,. investing. in.
both. wind. and. solar .174. China. Longyuan. Power. Group.




ty .175. Mulilo. Renewable. Energy. (MRE). and. Longyuan.
Power.will.develop.six.South.African.wind.parks. that. in.
total.comprise.1,500.MW.of.capacity .176.Longyuan.Power.
has. also. pledged. to. transfer. wind. turbine. technology. to.
South.Africa.by.means.of.a.blade.and.turbine.manufactur-
ing.facility.in.South.Africa’s.Western.Cape .177
There.have. also.been.projects. beyond.wind. and. solar ..
China.Exim.Bank.financed.Tanzania’s.$700.million.fund-
ing. for. the. Mnazi. Bay. gas-for-electricity. project,. which.




Africa’s. lack. of. infrastructure. induces. small-scale. renew-
able.energy.projects.to.generate.electricity.and.other.energy.
commodities. for. local. communities .179. Proposals. with.
various. African. countries. have. included. biogas. technol-
ogy,. hydropower,. and. solar. and.wind. power .. China. has.
also. offered. training. on. “clean. energy,. climate. change,.





172 ..The.cement-clinker. automatic.production. line. introduced.by.China.dur-

















project. is. focused. on. finding.ways. to. adapt. solar. panels.
designed. for. China’s. topography. to. Kenyan. conditions ..
Partners. include.an.electronic. technology.company. from.
Kenya. and. the.Natural.Energy.Resource.Research. Insti-
tute. based. in. Gansu,. China .. The. Chinese. government.
has.already.approved. the. joint. research.program,.allocat-
ing. $386,000. for. the. project ..Once. completed. in. 2012,.
it.will. fuel. schools,. homes,. health. facilities,. and. tourism.
destinations .182.Kenya.depends.largely.on.hydropower.and.
imported. oil. to. generate. electricity,. but. if. this. project. is.





At. FOCAC. IV,183. held. in.November. of. 2009. at. Sharm.
el-Sheikh,. Egypt,. Premier. Wen. Jiabao. announced. that.
China.would. construct. 100. clean. energy. projects. across.








ing,. which. are. also. part. of. China’s. long-term. economic.
policy.planning185;.and.indicates.an.expansion.of.China’s.
approach. to. expanding. renewable. energy. beyond. large.
hydropower .
Following. FOCAC. IV,. China. began. to. implement. a.
wide. variety. of. Conference. undertakings,. including. the.
100. clean. energy. projects. initiative .186. At. the. October.
181 ..ChinaandKenyaSettingUpaJointVentureforSolarEnergyProducts,.Chi-





promotion,.debt. reduction.and.cancellation,.wider.market. access,. educa-
tion,. and.medical. care. and.public. health ..China-AfricaTrade,. supra. note.
180 .
184 ..Conrad.et.al .,.supra.note.11,.at.7 ..World.Wildlife.Fund,.supra.note.111,.




















ting.up.projects. in.11.SSA.countries,187. as. it. attempts. to.
provide.clean.energy. that. is.based.on. its.own.experience.
with. clean. technologies .. China. is. expanding. its. engage-
ment.in.solar.and.wind.power.stations,188.and.although.it.





a. decidedly. constructive. development. and.may. represent.
South-.South.cooperation.at.its.very.best ..A.nation.in.the.
midst.of.modernization.is.taking.what.has.worked,.albeit.
with. appropriate. modifications,. to. other. countries. with.
many.of. the. same.problems,. and. that. is. also. attempting.
to.undergo.the.same.transition ..These.methods.are.much.
more. likely. to. be. effective. as. they. are. strategies. under-
taken. in.partnership.with.a.nation. that.has. recently.and.






ern.commentators,. I.believe. this. is. a.very.good. story. for.
Africa.and.perhaps.for.the.rest.of.the.world ..While.there.
have. indeed. been. problems,. both. environmental. and.




cooperation.that. is.not.among.equals,.but. is. surely.more.
equal.than.the.almost.neocolonial.role.that.has.evolved.to.






ties. of. these. institutions ..Perhaps,. this. is. for. the. best,. as.
China. is. itself. in. the.midst.of.modernization.and. is.bet-
ter.suited.to.help.African.nations.discern.the.appropriate.
modalities. for.African.modernization .190.China.may. also.
well.digging.projects.for.water.supply,.and.made.progress.on.providing.hu-






















Matters. on. the. environmental. front. are.mixed,. but. I.
believe.they.are.more.positive.than.not ..China.is.extract-
ing. fossil. fuels.whose.use.will.undoubtedly. lead. to.more.
GHG.emissions. and. thus. contribute. to. global.warming ..
Yet,. it. is. almost. certain. that. this. would. have. transpired.
with.or.without.China,.as.it.is.very.likely.these.resources.
would.have. been. extracted. in. any. case ..Thus,.while. this.
is. a. negative,. perhaps. it. is. not. distinctly.Chinese ..There.
have.also.been.other.environmental.missteps,.which.is.not.
surprising. given. the. environmental. record. of. public. and.
private.Chinese. corporations. at. home. and.now.unfortu-
nately.abroad ..But.it.has.led.to.a.different.kind.of.accom-
modation,. as. both. China. and. African. countries. eschew.
international. standards. and. work. out. strategies. between.
themselves ..This.may.signal.a.maturing.of.African.govern-
ments,. something.Western. commentators.would.be. slow.
to. recognize,.much. less. encourage.or.nurture,.but. some-








On. the. constructive. side,. China. is. exporting. green.
energy.technologies,.and.SSA.is.greatly.in.need.of.energy ..
This. has. the. potential. to. be. a. perfect. marriage. and. an.
example.of.something.that.has.been.quite.elusive:.sustain-
able. development,. or. at. least. more. sustainable. develop-
sources ..It.believes.this.exchange.was.ultimately.beneficial ..Seealso.Brauti-
gam,.supra.note.2,.at.12 .
ment .. If. the.peoples.of.Africa. are. to.possess. the.benefits.
and.burdens.of.modern.life,.they.will.need.energy,.and.if.


















we. in. the.West—and. especially. in. the. environmentally.
conscious. and. concerned. West—should. applaud. these.
efforts. and. add. our. voices. to. discerning. techniques. that.
might. make. renewables. more. sustainable,. for. example,.
best.practices.regarding.dams.and.innovations.and.experi-








the. environment. and. the. poor,.will. no. longer. be. useful.
parts.of. the. conversation,. just.when. there. is.finally. a.bit.
of.good.news,.for.it.seems.Africa.is.indeed.developing.and.
on.a.more.sustainable.course.than.we.could.have.ever.pre-
dicted ..In.this.author’s.opinion,.this.is.exceptionally.good.
news .
